Abstract -We propose a novel decomposition method for electromyographic signals based on blind source separation. Using the cyclostationary properties of motor unit action potential trains (MUAPt), it is shown that the MUAPt can be decomposed by joint diagonalization of the cyclic spatial correlation matrix of the observations. After modeling the source signals, we provide the proof of orthogonality of the sources and of their delayed versions in a cyclostationary context. We tested the proposed method on simulated signals and showed that it can decompose up to six sources with a probability of correct detection and classification >95%, using only eight recording sites. Moreover, we tested the method on experimental multi-channel signals recorded with thin-film intramuscular electrodes, with a total of 32 recording sites. The rate of agreement of the decomposed MUAPt with those obtained by an expert using a validated tool for decomposition was >93%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The muscle contraction is generated by functional unitsthe motor units (MU, [1] ) -each composed of a motoneuron (MN) innervating a group of muscle fibers. MNs generate electrical impulses, the action potentials (AP), which induce the activation of muscle fibers. The contraction force is controlled by the number of recruited MUs (recruitment) and by the density of APs within the train of each MU (rate coding) [2] .
The density of APs can be quantified by the inter-spike interval (ISI) or by its inverse value which is referred to as the firing rate (FR). These quantities can be defined in an instantaneous way, or with average values, or through their distributions. The EMG signal comprises the sum of the MUAP trains (MUAPt) of the active MUs. The identification of the MUAPt from the EMG provides the means to identify the neural drive to muscles. This procedure is often termed decomposition of the EMG and has provided fundamental insights into motor unit physiology and neural control of movement [3] , [4] . In addition to basic neurophysiologic investigations, decomposition of the EMG has also clinical relevance [5] .
In this paper, we address the problem of EMG decomposition. Methods for intramuscular EMG decomposition date back to the 70's. In the earlier approaches, the user usually had to manually select and classify the detected MUAPs in order to identify the MUAPt [6] - [8] . Later, automatic methods were developed, all based on MUAP waveform classification [9] - [20] . The major limitation of these methods is the difficulty in classifying MUAPs when they appear superimposed in time. This happens frequently, especially for high contraction forces [21] , [22] . More recently, the challenge of surface EMG decomposition has been faced with blind source separation (BSS) methods [23] - [34] . The BSS approach has been recently used also for decomposing multichannel intramuscular EMG signals [35] .
Here, we propose a new cyclostationary based BSS decomposition method for multi-channel intramuscular EMG, with validation on simulated and experimental data. Section II describes the EMG model which will be used for decomposition. Section III first presents basics of BSS theory and then it reformulates the EMG mixing model as a linear instantaneous mixing model. In Section IV we introduce our cyclostationary based decomposition method. We finish by evaluating this method on simulated and experimental intramuscular EMG signals detected with a multi-channel wire electrode [36] .
II. EMG MODEL
We consider the model of multichannel intramuscular recordings. Let us define I the number of sensors and J the number of active MUs.
First, for each MUAPt which is observed on a sensor, a noiseless elementary model is defined as the following summation:
where i denotes the sensor number, j is the active MU number, p is the MUAP index, h i, j (t) is the MUAP waveform, and Second, we consider a model for the instantaneous ISI which is the delay between two consecutive APs generated by the same MU. This delay is denoted p, j and is a stationary random variable [37] that can be included in the PAT recurrent definition:
This variable can be decomposed into a deterministic mean ISI T j and a stochastic zero-mean white Gaussian variable ξ p, j with standard deviation σ j :
The variable ξ p, j will be called variability of the ISI in the following. Moreover, the variation σ j of ξ p, j can be expressed as the product of a coefficient of variation cv j with the mean ISI [37] :
Note that other ISI models exist but they are more complex and specific [38] , and not needed for the scope of this study. The PAT can be rewritten in a non-recurrent equation as follows:
We denote the stochastic part of the PAT as τ p, j which can be considered as a random walk process. This PAT model will be named realistic model in the following. Finally, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:
Third, the EMG signal for sensor i can be written as the summation of all MU activities:
Finally, we propose to formalize the set of recordings as a matrix convolution product. Recordings defined by Eq. (7) can be stacked into an observation vector
. y I (t)]
T , where the superscript . T is the transpose operator. Similarly, the matrix of MUAP waveforms H (t) can be defined as:
The vector of sources is
T with s j (t) defined by:
This signal represents the source and is the nerve pulse train (NPT) [26] emitted by the MN. Finally, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as a matrix convolution product:
where ⊗ denotes the convolutive product operator. The matrix H (t) contains information about the shape of the MUAPs while the matrix S (t) represents the neural signal controlling the muscle activation. Using the convolutive model of Eq. (10), we consider the blind estimation of source signals from a set of observations.
III. BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION
A. State of the Art BSS methods are used to separate source signals from one or more observations with an unknown mixture process of the sources. It has been first introduced by Hérault [39] in 1985. Independent component analysis, which is a common method for BSS, was later introduced by Comon [40] . BSS methods are usually based on the statistical independence hypothesis of sources in order to find the unmixing matrix in the case of a linear instantaneous mixture expressed as:
where shown that applying a unitary matrix to the spatially whitened data (the effect of PCA) makes the signals independent and thus the separation is finally realized. A common method for finding the best rotation matrix is the second order blind identification (SOBI) which joint diagonalizes various correlation matrices at non-zero time-lags on spatially whitened data [41] . However, SOBI cannot directly be used for the EMG convolutive mixing model as defined in Eq. (10) . One solution consists in rewriting the convolutive EMG model into a linear one [42] .
B. EMG Model Extension
Let us define T s the sampling period and m the discrete time-lag. Let us recall that I and J define the number of sensors (being also the length of the observation vector Y ) and the number of sources (being also the length of the source vector S), respectively. We consider a finite-length MUAP waveform, also called filter in the following, with a duration defined as
where L is the number of samples contained in the filter matrix H (t).
The linear instantaneous expansion model consists in artificially expanding the convolutive model by introducing delayed versions of the data in the observation vector. This extension is briefly presented below. Details can be found in [28] and [43] 
matrixH is called extended mixing matrix and is independent of time since its definition is:
In the EMG case, we notice that h e i j corresponds to the sampled version of the MUAP from the motor unit # j acquired by the sensor #i .
In order to make the system invertible (over-determined system) the number of observations must be greater than the number of sources. This means that M I ≥ J (M + L − 1), which specifies a condition on the minimum number of delayed versions M to be introduced in the observation vector:
Moreover, extending the convolutive mixture to an instantaneous mixture makesS(t) composed of signals which are uncorrelated for time lag zero (if the refractory period is greater than L) but not necessarily for other time lags. This prevents a raw application of SOBI algorithm since the rotation step cannot be performed with joint-diagonalization of the whitened observations.
To overcome this problem, we propose to exploit the cyclostationarity property of the NPT which is due to the random part of the PAT [44] , [45] . This property is also assumed in previously proposed generation models of MUAP trains generation models that intrinsically exhibit the cyclostationary property. Moreover, the experimental validation of the cyclostationarity property of the MUAP trains has been recently reported [44] . Recently, the use of the cyclostationary property has been applied to EMG signals with different purposes [46] - [49] . We show in the next section the possibility of using SOBI for BSS in the cyclostationary context.
IV. CYCLOSTATIONARY-BASED EMG DECOMPOSITION
In this section we derive an EMG decomposition algorithm which is based on the joint diagonalization of cycliccorrelation matrices.
A. Cyclostationary Properties
A stochastic process is defined as cyclostationary if its probability density function is periodic. This is the strict sense definition, which means that all its statistical properties are periodic. In the wide sense definition that we will adopt, only the first and second orders are considered. Without restriction, we assume in the following a zero mean stochastic process. Let us now define the second order statistics by introducing a symmetric version of the instantaneous autocorrelation function of a signal x (t) as:
where the superscript · * stands for the complex conjugate operator and E[·] is the expectation value operator taken over the realizations of the process. Taking the 2D Fourier transform of x x (t, μ) along time t and time-lag μ provides the so-called cyclic spectrum density (CSD):
where α is the cyclic frequency and f is the spectral frequency, both of them expressed in Hz. Considering Eq. (17) and Eq. (18), we introduce the cyclic autocorrelation function, as:
which can also be written as:
where E[·] is the expectation value operator taken over the time index t. When the process is cyclostationary with a T cyclic period, the variable α becomes a discrete one in the expression (20) , leading to discrete values α k = k/T , where α 1 is the fundamental cyclic frequency of the process and α k , k > 1 its harmonics. The definition (20) can be extended to the vectorial data case, leading to the cyclic autocorrelation matrix:
where . H stands for the Hermitian transpose operator. The crosscorrelation matrix R α XY (μ) can also be defined by simply changing X H by Y H in the expression (21) . Relevant reviews of theory and applications of the cyclostationary property can be found in [50] , [51] , and [52] .
The EMG decomposition method proposed in this paper implies the joint diagonalization [53] at different cyclic frequencies α and time-lags μ of cyclic correlation matrices R ᾱ SS (μ) defined for the whitened extended sourcesS(t) [49] . However, this necessitates that these matrices are diagonal. This requirement is studied in the following.
B. Cyclic Correlation Matrix of the Extended Source Vector
Here, we demonstrate that the cyclic correlation matrix for the EMG signal model considered is diagonal. To this aim, the EMG model, defined in section II, introduced the arrival time of pulses that can be decomposed into a determinist part and a stochastic one. For the stochastic part, the random walk model proposed by Clamann [37] is a non-stationary one, which complicates the calculations. Therefore, we will propose a simplified stationary Gaussian model. The random walk implies correlated time-of-arrival samples whereas the simplified model considers independent zero mean samples that are thus uncorrelated. We therefore use the source model as previously defined in Eq. (9):
where τ p, j is now modeled as a Gaussian random variable following a zero-mean normal distribution with a σ 2 j variance following Eq. (4) which is independent of the pulse number p. This new PAT model writes:
and will be referred to as the "proposed model", in contrast to the Clamann model. The validity of the proposed model for the developed decomposition method will be tested in the Results. Note that the PAT original model defined by Eq. (5) qualifies the source definition as fuzzy cyclostationary processes [54] .
The new proposed PAT model of Eq. (23) makes the sources by definition cyclostationary. We will show in the following that all the terms outside the diagonal of the cyclic correlation matrices correspond to uncorrelated components, in the case of the PAT proposed model. We first divide the cyclic crosscorrelation matrix of the extended source vector into three principal domains, as depicted in fig. 1 .
We consider:
• the diagonal elements which are the cyclic autocorrelations of sources and their delayed versions (black elements); • the off-diagonal elements which are the cyclic crosscorrelations between a source and its delayed version (brick textured elements); • the off-diagonal elements which are the cyclic correlations between the different extended sources (diagonal textured elements). The orthogonality property between different sources is not only due to the independence hypothesis of the source variability but also to the difference in the FR values between the sources, which is a physiological characteristic. Let us now demonstrate the orthogonality property of the extended source vector, i.e. the orthogonality between delayed NPTs. 1) Diagonal Elements: The cyclic auto-correlation of the sources represents the diagonal part of the cyclic correlation matrix. These elements are represented in Fig. 1 as black squares. We aim to show the non-zero property of these elements. The cyclic auto-correlation terms are derived in appendix A and the final expression is given by:
where j (α) is the Fourier transform of ϕ j (t), which is the probability density function of the ISI variability for the source signal s j (t).
As shown in the model of Eq. (13), we also consider some delayed repetitions of the sources. By denoting s j, (t) = s j (t − ) the time delayed version of s j (t), with a nonzero arbitrary delay which is a multiple integer of the sampling frequency, we show in appendix B that the cyclic correlation of delayed sources is given by:
From these equations, it can easily be remarked that only the terms of the diagonal part show non-zero values for all α ∈ p T j |∀ p ∈ Z and μ = 0. As a consequence, only these values can be used for the joint diagonalization. We now demonstrate the nullity of the off-diagonal elements for these values.
2) Off-Diagonal Elements: We consider here the nondiagonal elements of the cyclic correlation matrix of the source s j (t) and the delayed versions of this source, represented by diagonal hatched textured elements in Fig. 1 . We consider here a truncated Gaussian distribution of the variability of size γ j . As shown in the appendix B, the cyclic crosscorrelation of a source s j (t) with two different delays, denoted (26) which is approximatively (27) under the condition
which corresponds to the most restrictive condition. Considering a null time-lag μ, we finally get a null cyclic crosscorrelation R α s j, s j, (0) ≈ 0. The previous condition can be rewritten as a limitation of the FR:
We consider the highest value of the time-lag μ which is a trimmed value of the probability density function of the ISI variability equal to three times its standard deviation σ j . Since σ j is linked to the coefficient of variation cv j as given by Eq. (4), we obtain μ = 3 · cv j · T j . Using D MU AP of Eq. (12) expressed in seconds with the inequality condition of Eq. (16) linking M with I and J (the number of sensors and the number of sources, respectively), we get:
When this latter condition is fulfilled, the cyclic correlation matrix of the extended sources at the zero time-lag value is therefore a diagonal matrix. The cyclic cross-correlation matrices of the model in Eq. (13) can thus be jointly diagonalized in order to identify the mixing matrixH .
C. Blind Source Separation Algorithm
Recall that a correct second order BSS assumes the correlation matrices of the sources to be diagonal. This condition is now made possible in the cyclic domain for the specific sources investigated. Instead of exploiting the spectral diversity, the algorithm takes advantage of the cyclic diversity. This implies, first, the identification of the cyclic correlation matrices corresponding to the most powerful cyclic frequency values. The identification is realized by selecting the highest values of the integrated cyclic spectrum density (CSD) with integration over the frequency variable f . Instead of computing the integrated CSD, an equivalent simpler procedure was applied, based on the Fourier transform of the squared absolute value of the Hilbert transform of the observations [55] . This computation corresponds to Eq. (20) taken at μ = 0. Since I observations are available, R α yy (0) is averaged over all the realizations R α y i y i (0) i . The separation is then achieved by joint diagonalization [53] of the cyclic correlation matrices of the whitened extended sources, localized at the identified cyclic frequencies and time-lag μ = 0.
The algorithm is summarized as follows: 1) detect dominant cyclic frequencies by selecting the frequencies which produce the highest values in the cyclic 2) extend the observation vector by M −1 delayed versions; 3) whiten data by normalized PCA on extended observations; 4) rotate data by joint diagonalization of the cyclic correlation matrix of the whitened observation at the identified cyclic frequencies in step 1 and at zero time-lag; 5) reconstruct the sources using a peak detector to obtain Dirac pulses. The pulse detection process given in step 5 is based on an energy detector using a sliding window of the length of the filter L which has to be a priori estimated. Additionally, for a correct pulse presence decision making, an energetic threshold value has theoretically to be derived. The threshold value actually depends on a desired value of probability (which can be the false alarm, miss or detection probability) as well as the theoretical probability density functions of the energy detector output in the two concurrent cases of absence or presence of a pulse. Without any prior information, we defined a threshold value which is half the maximum amplitude of the energy detector output.
V. SIMULATION PROCEDURE AND EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

A. Simulated Signals
We have simulated MUAPt using Eq. (1) where each MUAP pattern h i, j (t) was obtained from a manual extraction within an experimental intramuscular EMG (see next section for the experimental data acquisition procedure). This makes each MU having a specific elementary waveform differently observed from each sensor. The linear mixing matrix has been uniformly [0;1] randomly defined with normalized row vectors in order to ensure the same energy contribution of each MUAPt, on average on all the output channels. The number of sensors was set to I = 8, the number J of active MUs was varied from 1 to 6. The number of delayed versions of the observations was fixed to M = 4. The FR values ranged from 8 to 45 Hz (Table 1 ). The FR values were assumed to be known when applying the decomposition algorithm to the simulated signals. However, these are not known experimentally and the blind selection of cyclic frequencies without a priori information was fully tested in the experimental tests (see below). The time duration of the MUAP patterns h i, j (t) was fixed to D MU AP = 12 ms. For computational cost reasons, the signals were down-sampled from 10 kHz to 1 kHz. Consequently the filter length corresponding to D MU AP was L = 13 samples. The coefficient of variation cv j was fixed to 10% for all the sources. Two sets of simulations were conducted regarding the PAT model p, j in Eq. (1): the proposed model of Eq. (23) and the realistic model introduced in (5) .
In order to evaluate performance statistics of the methods, we adopted the following decision rule: a pulse was detected each time an event was localized at +/− 5 samples around an expected source pulse (i.e. +/− 5 ms at the used database sampling rates). This rule is motivated by the time uncertainty produced by the filters h i, j (t). Application of this rule permits to count the number of correct and non correct detection cases. Dividing these numbers by the total number of tested cases provides the probability of detection P d and the probability of misdetection P miss , respectively. The same rule is applied with the alternative hypothesis, with no expected source pulse. The number of detected pulses divided by the total number of tested cases gives rise to the probability of false alarm P f a . Two signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values were simulated: the ideal case with an infinite SNR value and a realistic case of 15 dB SNR [56] . The results were obtained by averaging values over 40 random mixing matrix trials.
B. Experimental Data Acquisition
We applied the proposed method on experimental intramuscular EMG signals, with FR values estimated using the algorithm of section IV.3. The data were recorded on the tibialis anterior muscle of a healthy subject by two 16-channel thin-film electrodes (total of 32 intramuscular channels), previously described [36] . The two thin-film structures were inserted into the muscle belly at approximately 10 mm distance. The experiment was approved by the local ethic committee and the subject (male, 27 years-old) provided an informed consent before participation. A force sensor synchronized with the measurements, was used in order to maintain a constant force fixed at 10% of the maximum voluntary contraction for 60 s. The 32 channels from the two thin-film structures were put together in a 32-channel signal which was analyzed with the proposed algorithm. This decomposition served as the gold standard. The proposed blind-source separation method was applied and its results compared to the gold standard by the rate of agreement (RoA) as performance metrics [35] .
VI. DECOMPOSITION RESULTS
A. Simulated EMG Fig. 3 shows the decomposition results for the simulated signals. The statistics are expressed in terms of the probabilities P d , P f a and P miss as functions of the number of sources and the group number (represented by its lowest firing rate). This figure only reports the results for the realistic PAT model since the results obtained for the other model were comparable. The decomposition was perfect (100% probability of detection with no error) when the number of sources was 2 or 3, for both noise levels. When the number of sources increased, the probability of detection dropped to ∼ 60% with 6 sources and the highest FR1 value (>40 Hz for all sources), whereas P f a and P miss were ∼ 5% and ∼ 25%, respectively. The influence of the tested noise levels was negligible. When considering the lowest FR1 value with 6 sources, the probability of detection was P d = 95% without noise and P d = 85% with 15 dB noise. Overall, the simulations tested the limits of the approach by considering a relatively small number of channels. With 8 channels, 6 mixed MUs can be detected with P d > 95% only for relatively small firing rates (<15 Hz), as predicted by Eq. (30) (see Discussion).
B. Experimental Intramuscular EMG
The maximal length of the MUAPs was estimated at 31 samples considering a sampling frequency of 5120 Hz. The proposed decomposition method extracted a total of 12 sources, from the 32 channels. These sources were matched with the corresponding ones identified by the expert operator (Fig. 4) .
One source was perfectly retrieved (MU #11). The decreases in RoA values mainly corresponded to incorrectly localized APs on NPT (examples of MU #1 with 85.5% RoA or MU#7 with 87.5% RoA). The mean RoA for the 12 estimated sources was 93.7%.
After reconstruction of the pulse trains, we evaluated the mean ISI and firing frequency. Results are reported in Table 2 , which compares the same values as estimated from the expert decomposition.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new method of decomposition of multichannel EMG signals. Based on the cyclostationarity property of the nerve pulse trains, we have proposed the use of a joint diagonalization method based on the cyclostationary theory in a convolutive context. The decomposition was achieved using Table 1 . Each FR1 value stands for the firing rate value in Hz of the 1 st recruited MU with the lowest firing rate for each group. The top row is for 15 dB SNR, the bottom row is for infinite SNR. a new SOBI algorithm by appropriately selecting the cyclic frequencies that reveal the statistical properties of the firing of motor neurons. The performance of our method has been tested on simulations and on an experimental intramuscular signal, with promising results. The method could decompose up to 6 sources from simulated signals, with more than 95% of probability of detection, considering low FRs and only 8 sensors for an infinite SNR. Moreover, the method extracted 12 sources from experimental recordings of 32 channels in a fully automatic way, with accuracy >93%. An expert operator can identify many more sources [36] at the expense of a very time consuming process. Increasing the number of sensors will enable to identify more sources automatically. Similar limitations in the number of automatically extracted sources with respect to those manually extracted were reported with another BSS approach in [34] . The method is limited by the computational time which increases with the number of MUs. The time-critical sections lie in the joint-diagonalization procedure necessary for the cyclo SOBI algorithm. This procedure is achieved by successive Givens rotations which number limitation impacts the decomposition quality. Theoretical limitations of the approach explain the poor performance when high firing rates are present with a relatively small number of channels. These conditions were tested by the simulations to show the limits of the approach. Indeed, the joint diagonalization of the cyclic correlation matrices can be correctly achieved providing the inequality of Eq. (30) is fulfilled. When the sources are only 2, the simulation parameters of section V.1 imply that the firing rates FRj should be less than 44.8 Hz, which was the case for all simulated signals (Table 1) . For this reason the decomposition was perfect (100% accuracy for 2 or 3 sources). Increasing the number of sources to 4, however, the condition in Eq. (30) becomes valid only if the firing rates are smaller than 29.9 Hz, which was not fulfilled for some of the simulated signals (group D had FR between 40 and 45 Hz; Table 1 ). This explains the worsening in performance for these signals when the number of sources increased. Further increasing the number of sources to 6, the condition is valid only for firing rates <14.9 Hz which was only strictly satisfied by few simulated signals (group A in Table 1 ).
In addition to firing frequency, another critical parameter is the filter length L in the sampled domain or D MU AP in the time domain, for the same reasons as discussed above. Indeed, L influences the limit in Eq. (30) . On the one hand, a choice of too small a value for L does not match with the actual MUAP waveform durations. On the other hand, increasing L decreases the maximal firing rates for a correct joint diagonalization (Eq. 30).
Overall, the simulations tested the limits of the approach by considering a relatively small number of channels and testing the performance over a large range of firing rates. These conditions were chosen to show the theoretical limitations of the method proposed.
An important result obtained from the simulations was that the PAT model used to develop the methods was appropriate and was robust even when simulating signals with a more realistic PAT model. The simplified PAT model used for developing the decomposition method makes the sources cyclostationary which means that the cyclic frequencies are harmonically ordered with constant values over time. This is not the case for the fuzzy cyclostationary realistic model where the cyclic frequency randomly changes around its mean value. However, this discrepancy is neutral in the proposed algorithm since the most powerful cyclic frequencies are considered independently of their harmonic. This explains why results on simulated signals with the proposed PAT model were basically the same results as those obtained with the realistic PAT model.
Last, the theoretical assumptions of cyclostationarity and orthogonality of MUAP trains may be not entirely satisfied in general experimental conditions and especially in pathological conditions [57] . Further studies are needed to investigate the limitations of the approach in these experimental conditions.
APPENDIX A
In order to use the model (Eq. 13) in a second order BSS method, let us demonstrate the orthogonality of the extend source vectorS. Using the source model s j (t), the instantaneous auto-correlation is written as follows:
Using Eq. (23) the Eq. (A.1) can be decomposed in two parts, in auto-and cross-terms A n (t, μ) and C n (t, μ), respectively: Let us consider τ j, p a zero-mean random Gaussian value with a variance σ 2 j and ϕ j τ j, p its probability density function:
It has been demonstrated in [58] that the random time jitter τ j, p acts as a low-pass filter. Indeed, the expectation value of a delta function with a random time jitter can be rewritten as a convolution product. Considering f an arbitrary function of time t, the expectation value of a randomly jittered version of f provides:
where ϕ j (x) is the probability density of τ j and ⊗ stands for the convolution product operator. Using this last result, Eq. (A.6), in Eq. (A.3) the auto-term part of Eq. (A.2) can be rewritten as:
It is now obvious that δ t − pT j + μ 2 δ t − pT j − μ 2 = δ t − pT j δ (μ) . With δ T j (t) = p δ t − pT j , the auto term can thus be written as:
From Eq. (A.4) and considering the jitter as an independent random variable, the cross-terms of the auto-correlation of s j (t) become:
Now, we rely on the muscle physiology which does not permit two consecutive AP to be overlapped. This means that we should consider a bounded probability density of the jitter with a width inferior to γ and μ < T j − γ , whatever the NPT. Under these conditions, the two functions ϕ j t − pT j + μ 2 and ϕ j t − qT j − μ 2 will never overlap leading to a zero cross-term value component. Finally, the instantaneous autocorrelation of the source s j (t) is: 
APPENDIX B
We demonstrate in this part the effect on cross-correlation of delayed sources. Let us note s j, (t) = s j (t − ) the arbitrary time-delayed version of s j (t) and s j, (t) the arbitrary time-delayed version of s j (t). The cyclic crosscorrelation between two delayed signals is given by: 
